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Rationale  

The idea behind this practitioner enquiry is intrinsically linked to growth mindset and Carol 
Dweck’s theory that pupils’ mindset “plays a key role in their motivation and achievement, 
and that if we change students’ mindsets, we can boost their achievement” (Dweck, 2012). It 
is also the belief of Carol Dweck that fostering a growth mindset in pupils will ultimately 
result in a more intrinsically motivated class stating that: “Commending students for the 
processes they use – engagement, perseverance, strategies, improvement – fosters motivation, 
increased effort, willingness to take on new challenges, greater self-confidence, and a higher 
level of success” (Dweck, 2007). There is evidence to suggest that developing a growth 
mindset in the classroom can help to boost self-esteem and confidence creating a positive, 
nurturing classroom environment which, in turn, has a positive effect on pupil motivation and 
attainment. Wiliam (2016) highlights that children must be provided with feedback at regular 
intervals to enable the highest attainment and achievement for all. Providing immediate 
feedback can help children in addressing the developmental needs that children are struggling 
with.  

Aims  

My aim was to conduct a small-scale classroom-based enquiry which would identify if 
providing immediate feedback to pupils within a writing context would change their mindset, 
increase motivation, self-esteem, and overall confidence.  

Methodology  

This small-scale practitioner enquiry was conducted during writing lessons over a four-week 
period in a primary four class. At the beginning of each taught writing lesson pupils were 
introduced to the concept of immediate feedback and how providing immediate feedback 
would help foster a growth mindset. At the beginning of each lesson the teacher confirmed 
what was to be expected of each lesson and the high expectation of the activities and work 
was.  

Most of the teacher’s evidence from the enquiry was routinely occurring and most of which 
occurred naturally from usual classroom learning and teaching. The teacher did, however, 
think it would be helpful to keep a reflective diary where they could record any evidence and 
general observations. The teacher also thought this would be a great way to become more 
reflective in their own practice and further their own understanding of learning and teaching. 
The teacher gathered the evidence through:  

• Observing pupils during lessons and evaluating the impact of 
immediate feedback on their motivation and engagement  

• Assessing the impact of immediate feedback on pupil written work.  
• Using exit passes in the classroom and focusing on the impact of         

immediate feedback on pupils’ mindset 



• Encouraging pupil voice to uncover pupil’s thoughts and opinions 
on the impact of providing verbal and written immediate feedback.  
 

Findings 

The responses reflected on the exit passes on how the children felt they understood and 
completed tasks. They were varied which highlights that the children took the time to reflect 
and answer honestly. The enquiry found that 90 per cent of the pupils became more aware of 
the importance of providing immediate feedback in the classroom and this had an extremely 
positive impact on their mindset. Pupils stated that providing immediate feedback had an 
overwhelmingly positive impact on their learning with pupils citing feelings such as 
“positive” and “more confident” to carry out their work. Throughout the enquiry it also became 
clear that giving immediate feedback for effort gave confidence to children who were 
normally more reluctant to take part in class discussions or offer an answer in class. By the 
end of the enquiry more of these children were showing a willingness to participate in class 
discussions as they were confident that their answers would be met positively, and they 
would be praised for their effort regardless of their answer. One thing that was evident from 
using exit passes was that the children were honest in their evaluations.  

 

 

Conclusions 

Providing pupils with immediate feedback appeared to positively impact pupils’ motivation, 
engagement and self-esteem and it was clear that children began to develop a growth mindset 
in themselves. Although providing immediate feedback appeared to positively impact the 
taught writing in my class, the teacher could not accurately conclude that it does, in fact, 
improve all curricular areas in the primary classroom overall as the enquiry was simply on 
too small a scale. In order to fully answer the question at hand, an enquiry would need to be 
carried out over a much longer term with all curricular areas being addressed. 

How	does	providing	immediate	feedback	in	wri5ng	make	
you	feel?	

Posi5ve/More	Confident	

Not	sure		

Nothing		



Implications for Future Practice 

Providing immediate feedback in the classroom with taught writing is a great way to foster a 
growth mindset in the classroom and has a positive impact on pupils’ health and wellbeing. 
Pupils appeared more engaged and reported being more motivated. This is something I will 
therefore continue throughout my practice in order to develop a better understanding of 
growth mindset when providing immediate feedback. In addition, as the exit pass proved to 
impact both teaching and learning, it would be useful to slowly introduce the assessment tool 
into areas across the curriculum. This would enable the teacher to plan and implement 
specific next steps and appropriate challenge for all. 
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